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2

VIBRATING SUBSTRATE FOR HAPTIC
INTERFACE

gevin-type vibrators wherein the user’s ?nger moves in one
dimension along the display surface with no ?ngerposition or
other feedback.
Nara et al. in “Surface acoustic wave tactile display”, Com

This application is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 11/726,391 ?led Mar. 21, 2007, and claims bene?ts

puter Graphics and Applications, IEEE, (2001), pp. 53-56,

and priority of provisional application Ser. No. 61/070,212

describe a device based on variable friction with one-dimen

?led Mar. 20, 2008, wherein the entire disclosures of both

sion ?nger feedback, but the device requires the user’s ?nger

applications are incorporated herein by reference.

to interact with a steel ball slider on the display in a manner

that ?lters the haptic effect.
US. Pat. No. 7,148,875 discloses a haptic feedback device

CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

for touchpads and other touch controls wherein haptic feed
This invention was made with government support under
Grant/Contract IIS-0413204 awarded by the National Sci
ence Foundation. The Government has rights in the invention.

back is provided by direct application of a force or motion to

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the actuator can comprise a piezoelectric
actuator, a voice coil, a pager motor, or a solenoid coupled to

a touch surface in a manner that the user’s ?nger can feel the
force or motion. To this end, one or more actuators are

coupled to the touchpad to apply a force directly to its surface.

the touchpad.

The invention relates to haptic devices and, more particu
larly, to a haptic device having a substrate and one or more

actuators for vibrating the substrate in a multiplicity of hi gher
resonant modes, each of which has a high enough frequency
to be inaudible and high enough amplitude to create a friction
reduction effect at a plurality of vibrating regions on the
substrate surface.

20

Copending application U.S. Ser. No. 11/726,391 ?led Mar.
21, 2007, of common assignee discloses haptic devices that
can provide indirect haptic feedback and virtual texture sen
sations to a user by modulation of friction of a touch surface
of the device in response to one or more sensed parameters

and/or in response to time (i.e. independent of ?nger posi
25

tion). The sensed parameters can include, but are not limited

to, sensed position of the user’s ?nger, derivatives of sensed
?nger position such as velocity and/or acceleration, direction
of motion of the ?nger relative to the surface, and/or sensed

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Solid state interface devices, such as touch pads and touch

?nger force or pressure on the surface. The touch surface is

screens, are popular and in use on a wide variety consumer 30 adapted to be touched by a user’s bare ?nger, thumb or other

electronic products and motor vehicle systems. However,
these solid state interface devices typically fail to provide a

appendage and/or by an instrument such as a stylus held by
the user.

user with any form of tactile feedback as a result of their solid
state nature. The human user of the interface device therefore

is not able to experience haptic sensations that assist and
inform the user during interaction with the interface device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
35

The present invention provides in an embodiment a haptic

There is a need for human interface devices for electronic

device having a substrate with a touch surface and one or

devices used in motor vehicles, computers, music players,
telephones and myriad other electronic devices. For example,

more actuators for vibrating the substrate in a multiplicity of

modern motor vehicles, especially automobiles but also air
craft, trains and watercraft, contain very complex interfaces.

40

higher resonant modes, each of which has a high enough
frequency to be inaudible and a high enough amplitude to
create a friction reduction effect at a plurality of vibrating
regions on the substrate surface.
The present invention provides in another embodiment a
haptic device having a substrate with a touch surface and one

Drivers/pilots need to manage vast amounts of data:

vehicle status (e.g., speed, engine speed, cruise control sta

tus), climate control, entertainment, communications, navi

45 or more actuators for vibrating the substrate in one or more

gation, etc. This has the dual effects of leading to very com

higher resonant modes in a manner to establish an “n><m”

plex instrument panels and requiring signi?cant visual
attention, which should be focused on the road or path ahead.
One approach to mitigating these dual effects is the use of
haptic feedback. For instance, the iDrive used in some BMW
motor vehicles comprises a single knob that controls up to
700 vehicle functions. The haptic feel and behavior of the
knob are under computer control and are programmed to be
context sensitive.
For instance, the knob can be made to feel and act like a
tuning controller for a radio station or like a temperature

multimodal pattern on the substrate surface wherein n is
greater than 1 and m is greater than 1, wherein some of the

nodal lines of the pattern intersect, and wherein the resonant
50

frequency is high enough to be inaudible and the amplitude is
high enough to create a friction reduction effect at a plurality

of vibrating regions de?ned by nodal lines.
In an illustrative embodiment of the invention, the one or

more actuators (e. g. vibrators) is/are disposed away from the
55

nodal lines so as not to straddle a nodal line. For example, the
one or more actuators (vibrators) is/are disposed between

adjust for a climate control system. The iDrive has numerous

nodal lines such as, for example, at the center of a respective

drawbacks as well. For instance, it uses a menu system that
can be dif?cult to learn as well as distracting to use, and it

vibrating region.
In another illustrative embodiment of the invention, the one

offers only one haptic degree of freedom (turning of the knob)

60 or more vibrators is/are vibrated concurrently at two or more

such that it fails to exploit the human ability to move in higher
dimensional spaces.
T. Watanabe and S. Fukui in “A method for controlling

different resonant frequencies of the substrate. Dead spots of

tactile sensation of surface roughness using ultrasonic vibra

zero vibration corresponding to intersection of nodal lines are

thereby avoided or minimized.
In still another illustrative embodiment of these invention,

tion”, in Proc. IEEE International Conference on Robotics

65 the one or more actuators is/are alternately vibrated at one of

and Automation, Nagoya, Japan (1995) describe a device
based on variable friction generated by bulky ultrasonic Lan

two or more different resonant frequencies of the substrate.

Dead spots of zero vibration corresponding to intersection of

US 8,780,053 B2
3

4

nodal lines are thereby avoided or minimized. To control
which resonant frequency is in use, the haptic device can
further include a ?nger or stylus position sensor and a control

nant mode: mode shape at the next-lowest resonant fre

quency. FIG. 1d shows a 3rd mode; i.e., the pattern of adding

nodal lines (or, in this string analogy, nodal points) continues.

device to change resonant frequency mode of oscillation from

FIG. 1e shows a schematic view of a substrate surface having

one mode to another in response to a sensed position of a

an “n><m” multimodal pattern of nodal segments de?ned by
intersecting nodal lines established on the substrate surface

user’s appendage (e.g. ?nger or stylus held by a user) proxi
mate a nodal line on the substrate surface.

by energization of piezo patches (piezoelectric actuators) at a

In a further illustrative embodiment of the invention, the

peripheral comer thereof. FIG. 1f shows a schematic eleva
tion of the substrate of FIG. 1e with two piezoelectric ele

substrate is transparent such that a graphical display associ
ated with (e. g. beneath) the substrate can be seen through the

ments top and bottom, although there could equally well be

substrate touch surface. The haptic device can include a bezel
housing overlying the transparent surface in a manner to hide

just one of these.
FIG. 2 is a perspective schematic view of a rectangular
substrate having a touch surface and having four circular
piezoelectric actuators bonded to its surface at the corners
thereof to provide the ‘5-3’ resonance multimodal pattern
shown when the actuators are energized. The dashed lines
represent nodal lines where the amplitude of vibration is zero.
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of a haptic device

the one or more actuators from view. The one or more actua

tors can be attached to the substrate directly, or they can be

positioned to vibrate the substrate indirectly by being con
nected to a substrate support or disposed between the sub
strate and a substrate support.

In still another illustrative embodiment of the invention,
the haptic device includes a mounting structure on which the

substrate is supported by mounting elements at (proximate)

20

and graphical display where the haptic device includes a

certain selected locations corresponding to ends of the nodal

transparent substrate (e.g., glass) with two piezoelectric

lines at edges of the substrate where there is little or no

actuators near one edge and where a bezel housing is placed

substrate displacement. The mounting elements can comprise

above the transparent substrate piece hiding the two piezo
electric actuators, but leaving a large transparent region that
may be placed above a graphical display.

?exure elements that can twist along a long axis thereof. The
mounting elements can provide support of the substrate at
least three locations corresponding to ends of the nodal lines
where there is no substrate displacement.

25

FIG. 4 is a perspective schematic view of a rectangular

plate substrate having a touch surface wherein the triangles

represent potential substrate mounting points in the vibra

Altemately, in another embodiment of the invention, the
haptic device includes about its perimeter an inner mounting
frame connected to an outer mounting frame by ?exure ele
ments that can twist along their long axis. The mounting
frame(s) can form a dust-resistant haptic device enclosure to
avoid dust entry into the device.
The present invention also envisions a method of control

30

ling a haptic device that includes imparting vibration (oscil

35

lation) to a substrate in a multiplicity of higher resonant
modes in alternate manner or concurrently wherein each

tional mode illustrated in FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a partial perspective schematic view of a rectan

gular plate substrate mounted by ?exure elements that can
twist.
FIG. 6a is a partial sectional schematic view of a portion of
a rectangular plate substrate mounted by inner and outer
frames with ?exure elements between the frames. FIG. 6b is
a perspective view of the framed substrate.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

mode has a high enough frequency to be inaudible and high
enough amplitude to create a friction reduction effect at a

plurality of vibrating regions on the substrate touch surface.

40

The present invention also envisions a method of control

The present invention involves a variable friction haptic
device 5 of the illustrative type shown in FIG. 2 having a

ling a haptic device that includes imparting vibration (oscil

substrate 10 with a touch surface 10s and one or more vibra

lation) to a substrate in one or more higher resonant modes in

tors PP operably associated with the substrate in a manner to

impart vibration (oscillation) thereto at an amplitude and

a manner to establish an “n><m” multimodal pattern on the

substrate surface wherein n is greater than 1 and m is greater
than 1 and wherein there are some intersecting nodal lines.

The resonant frequency is controlled high enough to be inau
dible and the amplitude is controlled high enough to create a
friction reduction effect at a plurality of the vibrating regions
de?ned by the nodal lines.
The invention further provides a method of supporting a

45

resonant frequency effective to establish a plurality of distinct
vibrating regions RR on the touch surface. The distinct vibrat
ing regions exhibit reduced friction as felt by a user’ s append
age (user’s ?ngertip or stylus held by a user) as described in

50

21, 2007, of common assignee, the disclosure of which is

copending application U.S. Ser. No. 11/726,391 ?led Mar.

incorporated herein by reference. The distinct vibrating

haptic device having a substrate with a touch surface and one
or more actuators for vibrating the substrate, comprising sup

regions RR are de?ned by intersecting nodal lines NL result

portively connecting mounting elements of a mounting struc
ture to the substrate proximate multiple locations correspond

nant frequency of higher mode. Amplitude of vibration is

ing from vibration of the substrate at an amplitude and reso
55

ing to ends of nodal lines.
The above features and advantages of the present invention

will become apparent from the following detailed description
taken with the following drawings.
60

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

reduction, 4) the desire for vibrations preferably at a high

FIG. 1a shows a string stretched between two points. FIG.

enough frequency so that they are inaudible to a user (e.g.

1b shows a 1st resonant mode; i.e. an illustration of the mode

shape at the lowest resonance frequency. The string actually
vibrates up and down. What is shown is the envelope of all
possible string locations in space. FIG. lc shows a 2nd reso

greatest at the center of each distinct region RR. An illustra
tive embodiment of the present invention provides a variable
friction haptic device that addresses factors that include 1) the
capability to provide different touch surface areas for differ
ent use applications such as, in particular, the need for larger
touch surface areas for use with large-scale haptic devices, 2)
the need for thinner substrates, 3) the need for vibrations of
the touch surface of suf?cient amplitude to produce friction

65

typically above 20 kHz, although it is preferable for the vibra
tions to be above 40 kHz so that the ?rst subharmonic, which
occurs at half the fundamental frequency, is itself inaudible),

US 8,780,053 B2
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6

and 5) the desire for transparent substrate that enables the
haptic device to be placed over a graphical display.

ultrasonic range so that the vibrations are inaudible). Increas

ing W produces higher pressure, as needed to support the

user’s appendage (e.g. ?nger or stylus).

Generally, in order to obtain high amplitude, the haptic

It should be understood that these equations both represent
idealized situations that will not exist in practice, but that the

device 5 must be vibrated at or near a resonant frequency. The

resonant frequencies, however, depend on the size of the
device, and, as a general rule, larger and thinner devices have
lower resonant frequencies. More speci?cally, the resonant

need for simultaneous high frequency (w) and high vibration
amplitude (W) is clearly observed in practice. Typical values

frequency associated with a given mode of vibration moves to

would be 00:40 kHz, and W:2.5 m.
Now, for purposes of illustration, consider a rectangular

a lower frequency as the structure (e.g. substrate) of the haptic
device becomes larger in length and width or smaller in thick

plate vibrating in the m><n mode, and actuated by pair of
rectangular piezoelectric patches, one on each side of the
plate, as shown below. FIGS. 1e, 1f show a single pair of
patches, but we will assume that there may be Npatch pairs, all
working in concert. We will also assume that the plate is

ness. The present invention accommodates the size of the

haptic device by vibrating the touch surface in a higher mode,
meaning a mode associated with a resonant frequency greater
than the ?rst or fundamental mode. By using higher resonant

frequency modes, it is possible to achieve suf?cient vibration

simply supported, meaning that the plate is held, but allowed

amplitude at suf?ciently high frequencies.

to bend, at the edge. The natural frequency of this mode of
oscillation and the peak amplitude of vibration may be

FIGS. la-ld illustrate the meaning of higher resonant fre

expressed as follows:

quency modes with a simple, one-dimensional structure: a

string stretched between two points, FIG. 1a. The ?rst, second

20

and third modes are illustrated in FIGS. 1b, lc, and 1d. As the
714];

mode number increases, the number of peaks increases, the
number of nodal lines increases, and (not illustrated) the

(3)

A

frequency of oscillation increases. The same basic features
are true of real three-dimensional structures.

25

Because operation in a higher mode implies the existence
of nodal lines (or, in the string analogy, nodal points), and the
friction reduction effect is reduced in their vicinity, the inven

tion provides methods for maintaining high performance
even in the presence of nodal lines. Embodiments of these

30

methods require the availability of multiple modes, each
capable of producing effective friction reduction. For this
reason and purposes of illustration, an explanation is now

provided as to how to design a vibrating plate capable of
friction reduction in more than one resonant mode.

2

(4)

,

A

I

For example, see Dimitriadis et al. [E. K. Dimitriadis, C. R.
Fuller, and C. A. Rogers, “PiezoelectricActuators for Distrib
uted Vibration Excitation of Thin Plates,” ASME Journal of
Vibration and Acoustics, Vol. 113, 1991, pp. 100-107].
Some parameters of the above equations are de?ned in
FIGS. 1e and 1f where nodal lines and nodal segments n and
nodal segments m are illustrated. The others are:

35

The ability of a vibrating plate to generate friction reduc
tion effect relates to the nondimensional “squeeze number”

Eg elastic modulus of the plate
p g density of the plate
vg Poisson’s ratio for the plate

(C) that has been derived by Salbu [E. O. J. Salbu, “Com

pressible Squeeze Films and Squeeze Bearings,”ASME Jour
nal of Basic Engineering, June 1964, pp 355-366]:

24

W... = Fm - v.) [Com]

40

CO' coupling factor less than unity, determined by physical
and geometric properties of the piezoelectric patch and
the plate
d3 1 piezoelectric coupling constant, in units of (strain/elec

tric ?eld).
V peak voltage applied to piezo
Q quality factor for the plate vibrations

Parm
45

Where pair is the viscosity of air, Rf is the radius of the
?nger-surface contact patch, pm," is atmospheric pressure, 00
is the frequency of oscillation, and A is the average thickness
of the squeeze ?lm. The squeeze number must be beyond a

given threshold for air to be captured under the ?ngertip.

The expression for natural frequency shows that, for a
given plate material (e.g., glass), the only way to increase 00 is
to increase the term:

50

h(m2 / a + nzoz)

(5)

A

Salbu has also shown that, if the squeeze number is rea

sonably large, then the average pres sure (P) generated by the
squeeze ?lm is roughly proportional to the square of vibration

amplitude W:

55

W 2

(Z)

Unfortunately, the inverse of this term shows up in the
equation for Wm”. In other words, the very things that can be
done to increase natural frequency will decrease vibration
amplitude. Fortunately, there are other ways to increase vibra
tion amplitude. One can increase voltage to the piezoelectric
patches or add more piezoelectric patches, or one can add

60

Note that W is necessarily less than A, since the vibration
amplitude cannot be greater than the average thickness of the
squeeze ?lm.
In the above equations, the two variables that are controlled

piezoelectric patches on both sides. Although possible,
increasing voltage is not a highly desirable approach since
doing so can complicate electronics, increase electrical inter

ference with other electronics, increase heating of the haptic
device, and create a risk of electrical shock. Adding more

pursuant to the invention are u) and W. As can be seen, both 65 piezoelectric patches increases cost and consumes plate area

should be large. Increasing u) is necessary to produce a large
squeeze number (and also the frequency is to be well into the

that might be used for other purposes. A preferred option is to
increase the quality factor, Q. Q is related to the amount of

US 8,780,053 B2
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energy dissipation in the system, and Q can be increased by
eliminating sources of energy loss. For instance, it is helpful
to select a high-Q plate material, such as glass. It is also
helpful to provide a mounting mechanism that does not
couple signi?cant amounts of plate energy into the rest of the

of the substrate, like the one shown in FIGS. 1e and 1], will
generally be able to drive most of the resonant modes suc

cessfully in practice of embodiments of the invention. An
alternative embodiment to practice the invention, however, is
to use one piezoelectric patch for each resonant mode to be

system as described below with respect to several novel ?ex
ure mounting structures.
To meet the goal of having two or more modes with accept
able frequency and amplitude, it is necessary to choose m and

excited.
Once it is possible to excite multiple resonant modes with
adequate frequency and amplitude, it may be desirable to use

that ability to keep the user’s ?ngertip away from nodal lines

n carefully. For instance, by way of illustration, suppose that

in use of the haptic device. For purposes of illustration and not
limitation, two methods or strategies may be used.

a given plate with an aspect ratio of (X:1.6 has material and

geometric properties such that the resonant frequency with
m:5 and n:3 is 005,3:30 kHz. Suppose further that the ampli
tude of vibration in this mode is W5,3:2.5 pm. This frequency
and amplitude should produce a strong friction reduction
effect and still be inaudible. The Table below shows the natu
ral frequencies in kHz and amplitudes in microns that are
determined for several other resonant modes. If we accept
only those that have a natural frequency above 25 kHz and an
amplitude above 2.0 pm, then there are 5 acceptable modes
out of the 25 candidates considered. For example, m/n of 3/4,

Strategy 1: excite two or more different resonant modes

simultaneously (e.g. energize piezoelectric actuators at two
or more different voltages to this end)
Strategy 2: switch between two or more resonant modes

With regard to strategy 2, the control algorithm for switch
ing between two or more resonant modes using a control unit
such as CU shown in FIG. 3 can be as follows:
20

In a control loop, do the following:

Measure the position of the ?ngertip where “position”
here refers to the geometric centroid of the contact

4/4, 5/3, 6/2, and 6/3.
TABLE
25

m

N

nat freq

Amp

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

20.00833
31.199
45.58701
63.17236
83.95504
16.38634
24.37968
35.57036
49.95837
67.54371
88.32639
17.21066
22.00666
30
41.19067
55.57868
73.16403
93.94671
24.07993
28.87594
36.86928
48.05995
62.44796
80.03331
100.816

3.748439
2.403923
1.645205
1.187228
0.893335
4.576982
3.076332
2.108497
1.50125
1.110392
0.849123
4.357765
3.408059
2.5
1.8208
1.349438
1.025094
0.798325
3.114627
2.597318
2.034214
1.560551
1.201
0.93711
0.74393

patch, as estimated by ?ngertip position sensors.
If a resonant mode is currently being excited, compute
the minimum distance from the ?ngertip position to
any nodal line for that mode.
If this distance is below a threshold (i.e., the ?ngertip is
too close to a nodal line), then compute the minimum
distance from the ?ngertip to the nodal lines of the

30

other available resonant modes.
Switch to exciting the resonant mode with the maximum

“minimum distance”. Note that it will typically take
on the order of a millisecond for one mode to ring
35

down (for vibrations to cease), and it will take on the
order of a millisecond for the other mode to ring up.
These periods of time are short enough not to be easily

perceptible to the ?ngertip.
The invention envisions a modi?cation to this algorithm

which uses the ?ngertip velocity to estimate when the ?nger
40

tip can be expected to cross a nodal line and switch modes

only when a crossing is imminent. This will prevent some

unnecessary mode switching.
The invention also envisions a modi?cation to this algo
45

rithm which coordinates mode-switching with the desired
friction level to switch modes when the friction is high. This
is because high friction corresponds to small or no vibration
amplitude. Thus, there is no need to “ring down” a mode

before “ringing up” the next mode.
It should be understood that this is merely a hypothetical

example, and that actual natural frequencies and vibration

50

amplitude depend critically on such details as material prop

For purposes of illustration and not limitation, FIG. 2 illus
trates an exemplary rectangular substrate 10 having a touch
surface 10s and having four circular piezoelectric actuators

erties and mounting con?guration, and therefore should be
measured or determined empirically. The point is, however,

PP bonded to its touch surface 10s at the corners thereof as

that it should be possible to identify two or more modes that

will cause the substrate to resonate at a resonant frequency

exhibit both a high enough frequency and a high enough

shown. Proper activation of the piezoelectric actuators PP
55

amplitude. Moreover, each of these modes will have a differ
ent pattern of nodal lines.
Also, although a suitable mode exists, it may not be pos
sible to excite it strongly unless the piezoelectric actuators are

positioned appropriately. The analysis above assumed opti
mal positioning of the piezoelectric patch, which occurs when
the edges of the piezoelectric element lie on the nodal lines.
However, a piezoelectric element so positioned for a particu
lar mode will not be optimally positioned for any other reso
nant mode. In practice, it is often possible to reduce the size of
the piezoelectric element and still achieve strong excitation of
the mode. Patches that are undersized and placed at the corner

mode greater than that of the ?rst or fundamental mode. By
way of example, the ‘5-3’ resonance is shown in FIG. 2. The

dashed lines represent nodal lines NL where the amplitude of
vibration is zero. These nodal lines de?ne or divide the sub

strate surface 10s into a set of 15 (5x3) distinct vibrating
60

regions RR where the vibration amplitude is maximum at the
center of each region R. The ‘5-3 ’ resonance pattern shown

includes 5 nodal segments along the longitudinal or major
axis and 3 nodal segments along the other minor axis of the
substrate surface as shown in FIG. 2. As described above, the
65

particular “n><m” pattern of nodal lines and segments estab
lished is determined and controlled by the frequency of exci
tation of the actuators PP.

US 8,780,053 B2
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images of the display 30 seen through it. Thus, for example,

Although FIG. 2 is described with respect to inducing
substrate vibrations via bending moments created by glued

the touch surface 1 0s may feel smooth and slippery, except for
where a virtual button is seen from the underlying graphical
display 3 0. The button may differ in friction level (being more

on piezoelectric actuators PP, it will be apparent to one skilled
in the art that other forms of actuation are possible in practice

of the invention, including, but not limited to, piezoelectric

slippery or more sticky), or it may have a texture (spatially

actuators that are mounted between the plate substrate 10 and
the support structure therefor. Other forms of actuation can be
used in lieu of or in addition to piezoelectric actuators, such as

varying friction coef?cient) as described in the above copend
ing application. The resonant mode employed can be selected

electromagnetic actuators.

virtual representation. Also, the graphical display can be

such that nodal lines do not cross the virtual button or other

A challenge associated with the use of higher resonant

designed so that the virtual button or other representation do

frequency modes is that many “nodal lines”; i.e., lines NL

not cross the nodal lines.

where the vibration amplitude is zero, occur. On either side of
a nodal line NL, the vibrations are out of phase with one
another. Thus, if the surface region on one side of the nodal

including programmable types (LCD, OLED, CRT, Plasma,
etc.), ?xed displays (screen printed, laser etched, back lit,

A great variety of types of graphical display 30 can be used

line is moving upwards at a particular instant, the surface
region on the other side is moving down. Because of this, it is
generally desirable to place each piezoelectric actuator PP

etc.), and others. Of course in some embodiments, it is not
necessary for a graphical display to be combined with the

with respect to the nodal lines NL such that the actuator PP

from the substrate, or may be at a different orientation. In
some embodiments, a graphical display may not be needed at

substrate. Instead the graphical display may be displaced

does not cross a nodal line and is located between nodal lines.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary arrangement that is suitable.
In this arrangement, four circular piezoelectric actuators PP
are bonded to the vibrating substrate 10 such that the actuator
centers each correspond to the center of a vibrating region RR

20

vibration amplitude is small in the vicinity of the nodal line.
Thus, friction reduction will not occur, or at least will not be

(i.e., a surface region bounded by nodal lines), although in
practice of the invention it is not necessary to use more than
one piezoelectric actuator even though there will be a multi

all.
With respect to the nodal lines NL, it is noted that the

25

plicity of vibrating regions RR. However, typically multiple
actuators PP can be used as shown in FIG. 2, which serve to

increase the vibration amplitude.

as pronounced as it is far from the nodal lines (because the
?nger pad has ?nite extent, it always covers at least some
region having ?nite amplitude). In order to minimize or avoid
this effect, an embodiment of the invention involves using
more than one resonant frequency mode of vibration of the

that the piezoelectric actuator or actuators PP do not need to

substrate 10 as the user’s ?nger moves on the touch surface
10s near to a nodal line NL. In particular, the mode of vibra
tion is switched as described above to one that does not have

cover the entire surface (either touch surface 10s or bottom
surface 10b) of the vibrating substrate 10. This enables a

a nearby nodal line in response to the ?ngertip being near or
moving toward a nodal line. The ?ngertip position relative to

The arrangement shown in FIG. 2 has the additional bene?t

30

transparent variable friction haptic display to be provided by
using a transparent material, such as glass or quartz, for the
substrate 10.
For purposes of illustration and not limitation, a haptic
device arranged as shown in FIG. 3 is possible, in which the
piezoelectric actuator(s) PP is/are hidden under a bezel 20
while the glass touch surface 10s is arranged over a graphical

a nodal line NL can be computed by a computer controller for
35

11/726,391 ?led Mar. 21, 2007, incorporated herein by ref
erence above, or other computer controller known in the art.
Finger position sensors are described above.
40

display 30. In FIG. 3, the haptic device comprises a transpar
ent substrate (e.g., glass) 10 with two piezoelectric actuators
PP near one peripheral or outer edge of the substrate. The
bezel housing 20 is placed above the substrate 10 so as to hide
the two actuators PP, while leaving a large surface area access

45

opening 20a thereof overlying a large transparent region TR
of the substrate, through which opening 20a the touch surface
10s can be accessed and the underlying display 30 viewed.
Finger position sensors such as photodiodes PD in a linear
sensor array (x-y array) can be disposed on the bezel housing
20 to sense position of the user’s ?nger or stylus for purposes
of illustration and not limitation. Alternatively, an infrared
touch screen can be used having position sensors thereon to
this end. Control unit CU also can be hidden under the bezel
housing and connected electrically to the actuators PP and to

50
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the ?nger position sensors PD to provide position feedback to
a microprocessor incorporated in or integrated as part of the
control unit. Control unit can be powered by a battery (not

To achieve a high vibration amplitude in practice of the
invention, it is desirable to minimize energy dissipation (al
ternatively, maximize the “quality factor” (Q) of the reso
nance, commonly known as the Q) of the substrate 10 when it
is vibrated Many causes of energy dissipation are possible
including, but not limited to, intrinsic dissipation in the sub
strate and in the piezoelectric elements, ultrasonic acoustic
transmission to the air, and coupling from the substrate to the
support or frame in which it is held.
In this regard, another embodiment of the present invention
provides a mounting structure that minimizes such energy
coupling, thereby keeping as much as the vibrational energy
as possible in the substrate 10 itself. One embodiment
involves mounting the plate substrate 10 to a frame 50 only at
(proximate) the ends EE of the nodal lines NL where there is
minimal substrate displacement, as shown in FIG. 4. While
the mounting points MP are shown schematically in this
?gure, they represent three dimensional cones such as being
made from hardened screw tips, or hardened balls, that are

pressed against the plate substrate 10. Spring-loading also

shown) or other conventional power source.

As mentioned, the transparent haptic device can be placed
in front of graphical display 30 and integrated with a ?ngertip

each of the candidate modes of vibration and switched by the
controller as described in copending applicationU.S. Ser. No.

60

helps to ensure that the mounting points remain pressed

against the plate substrate despite manufacturing inaccura

position sensor of a type known in the art (capacitive, resis

cies or thermal expansion. The minimum number of contact

tive, infrared, acoustic, force reaction based, etc.), many of

points necessary to con?ne the plate is only three points.

which are described in copending application U.S. Ser. No.

11/726,391 ?led Mar. 21, 2007, incorporated herein by ref
erence above. The frictional properties of the substrate touch
surface 10s can be coordinated with the graphical objects/

As an alternative embodiment to using the pressure contact
65

points shown in FIG. 5, another embodiment of the invention
envisions fastening connector elements 70 (one shown) to
respective edges (e.g. three or more different edges) of the

US 8,780,053 B2
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plate substrate 10 as shown in FIG. 5 where the connector
elements 70 can be glued, press ?t, clamped, or otherwise
fastened. The locations of the connector elements 70 corre

[6] E. K. Dimitriadis, C. R. Fuller, and C. A. Rogers, “Piezo

spond to the ends of the nodal lines NL at the substrate edges
10e where there is minimal substrate displacement. Each

electric Actuators for Distributed Vibration Excitation of

Thin Plates,” ASME Journal of Vibration and Acoustics,
Vol. 113, 1991, pp. 100-107.
5

We claim:
1. A haptic device having a substrate with a touch surface

connector element 70, in turn, is connected to or formed as
part of a ?exure element 72 that is connected to or formed as

and one or more actuators that vibrate the substrate in a

part of perimeter support rail 74 (or other support structure).

multiplicity of higher resonant modes, each of which has a

The ?exure element 72 can twist about its long axis that is

high enough frequency to be inaudible and high enough

perpendicular to the edge 10e of the plate substrate 10 to
accommodate that the plate substrate does twist through a

vibrating regions on the substrate touch surface, wherein each

very small angle at a nodal line, although it does not move
up/down at a nodal line. The connector elements, ?exure
elements, and support rail of FIG. 5 can be molded or formed
as one piece or multiple pieces connected together.
Not all use applications will permit a nodal line mounting

one vibrating region, and wherein at least one of the higher
resonant modes forms nodal lines that de?ne vibrating
regions on the substrate surface wherein the positions of the
nodal lines are dependent upon the frequency of the respec
tive higher resonant mode.

scheme of the type shown in FIG. 5. If, for example, there is
a graphical display mounted underneath the haptic device, it

is/are disposed between nodal lines.

will be necessary to keep dust out of the interstitial space

amplitude to create a friction reduction effect at a plurality of
of the one or more actuators provides vibration to more than

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators

between the haptic device and the display. An embodiment of

3. The device of claim 1 wherein one of the actuators is
disposed at a center of one of the plurality of respective

the present invention to accommodate this situation involves

vibrating regions.

20

4. The device of claim 1 wherein the substrate is transpar

mounting the plate substrate 10 around its entire edge, but to

ent.

do so with a ?exure that serves as a “simply supported”

boundary condition, as shown in FIGS. 6a and 6b. Referring
to FIGS. 6a and 6b, the variable friction haptic display
includes a plate substrate 10 whose outer perimeter (part or
all) is glued or otherwise fastened in an inner frame 90. The
inner frame 90 is connected to an outer support frame 94 by
?exure joint elements 92 (three or more can be employed).
The ?exure elements 92 act somewhat like a hinge joint,

25

6. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators

is/are disposed between the substrate and a graphical display.
30

8. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators
is/are located at a peripheral edge or comer of the substrate.

permitting fairly free rotation (twisting) at the edges of the
strate 10 to accommodate that the plate substrate does twist
through a very small angle at a nodal line, although it does not
move up/down at a nodal line. The inner frame, ?exure ele
ments, and outer support frame of FIG. 6a, 6b can be molded
or formed as one piece or multiple pieces connected together

7. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators
is/are located at one or more peripheral locations of the sub
strate.

plate substrate 10. The ?exure element 92 can twist about its

long axis that is perpendicular to the edge of the plate sub

5. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators

is/are attached to the substrate.

9. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators
35

comprise a piezoelectric vibrator or electromagnetic actuator.

40

is/are alternately vibrated in one of a plurality resonant fre
quency modes of the substrate.
11. The device of claim 10 further including a position
sensor and a control device to change the resonant frequency

10. The device of claim 1 wherein the one or more actuators

with the frames 90, 94 being con?gured and cooperating to

mode of oscillation in response to a sensed position of a user’ s

form a haptic device enclosure that is resistant to dust entry.
Although certain illustrative embodiments of the invention
are described hereabove, those skilled in the art will appreci
ate that changes and modi?cations can be made thereto with
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as set

appendage.
12. The device of claim 1 wherein two or more actuators are
45

forth in the appended claims.

concurrently vibrated at different resonant frequency modes
of the substrate.
13. The device of claim 1 comprising a transparent sub
strate and a bezel housing overlying the transparent substrate
in a manner that hides the one or more actuators from view.

14. The device of claim 1 that includes a mounting struc
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ture on which the substrate is supported by mounting ele
ments proximate multiple locations corresponding to ends of
15. The device of claim 14 wherein the mounting elements
comprise ?exure elements that can twist about their long axis.
16. The device of claim 15 wherein the ?exure elements
provide support of the substrate proximate at least three loca
tions corresponding to ends of the nodal lines where there is
little or no substrate displacement.
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17. The device of claim 1 that includes an inner mounting

frame that is disposed about the periphery of the substrate, an
outer mounting frame, and ?exure elements between the
frames that can twist about their long axis.
18. A haptic device having a substrate with a touch surface
65 and one or more actuators for vibrating the substrate in one or

more higher resonant modes in a manner to establish a mul

timodal pattern on the substrate surface wherein the resonant
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frequency is high enough to be inaudible and the amplitude is

locations corresponding to ends of the nodal lines Where there

high enough to create a friction reduction effect at a plurality

is little or no substrate displacement.

of vibrating regions de?ned by nodal lines, Wherein each of

26. The method of claim 24 including supporting the sub
strate using ?exure elements that tWist about their long axis.
27. The method of claim 24 including supporting the sub
strate about its periphery by an inner mounting frame con
nected to an outer mounting frame by the ?exure elements
therebetween that tWist along their long axis.
28. A method of controlling a haptic device that includes

the one or more actuators provides vibration to more than one

vibrating region and Wherein at least one of the higher reso
nant modes forms nodal lines that de?ne vibrating regions on
the substrate surface Wherein the positions of the nodal lines

are dependent upon the frequency of the respective higher
resonant mode.
19. The device of claim 18 Wherein the one or more actua

imparting vibration (oscillation) to a substrate in one or more
higher resonant modes in a manner to establish a multimodal
pattern on a surface of the substrate Wherein in a ?rst mode
resonant frequency is controlled With one or more actuators

tors comprise piezoelectric actuators and the actuators are
arranged in an “n><m” multimodal pattern on the substrate
surface Wherein n is greater than 1 and m is greater than 1, and
Wherein some of the nodal lines of the pattern intersect.
20. A haptic device having a substrate With a touch surface
and one or more actuators for vibrating the substrate, Wherein

so as to be high enough to be inaudible and amplitude is
controlled so as to be high enough to create a friction reduc

tion effect at a plurality of vibrating regions de?ned by nodal
lines that are dependent upon the ?rst mode resonant fre

quency, and further comprising imparting vibration to the

each of the one or more actuators provides vibration to more

than one vibrating region, Wherein the vibration is at a reso

nant frequency that forms nodal lines that de?ne the vibrating
regions on the substrate surface and is high enough to be
inaudible and the amplitude is high enough to create a friction
reduction effect at a plurality of vibrating regions on the
substrate touch surface, and in combination With a mounting

structure having mounting elements for supporting the haptic
device proximate multiple separate locations corresponding

20

vibrating regions de?ned by nodal lines that are dependent
upon the resonant frequency of the higher mode, Wherein
each of the one or more actuators provides vibration to more
25

vibrating the substrate, Wherein each of the one or more
actuators provides vibration to more than one vibrating

region, With the vibrating regions being de?ned by nodal lines
30

to create a friction reduction effect at a plurality of vibrating

23. The device of claim 20 that includes an inner mounting

ity of higher resonant modes in sequential manner or concur

35
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nant mode utilized.

25. The method of claim 24 including supporting the sub
strate by mounting elements spaced apart at certain selected

long axis.
31. The method of claim 30 Wherein the ?exure elements
provide support of the substrate at least three locations cor
responding to ends of the nodal lines Where there is little or no

ate a friction reduction effect at a plurality of vibrating
regions on the substrate touch surface With the location of the

With the location of the nodal lines and vibrating regions
de?ned by the nodal lines varying based on the higher reso

regions on the substrate touch surface, and comprising sup
portively connecting mounting elements of a mounting struc
ture to the substrate proximate multiple locations correspond
ing to ends of the nodal lines.
30. The method of claim 29 Wherein the mounting ele
ments comprise ?exure elements that can tWist about their

rently Wherein each higher resonant mode has a high enough
frequency to be inaudible and high enough amplitude to cre

plurality of vibrating regions being de?ned by nodal lines and

having locations that at are dependent upon the resonant

frequency of the vibration, With the frequency being high
enough to be inaudible and the amplitude being high enough

little or no substrate displacement.

frame that is disposed about the periphery of the substrate, an
outer mounting frame, and ?exure elements between the
frames that can tWist about their long axis.
24. A method of controlling a haptic device that includes
imparting vibration (oscillation) to a substrate in a multiplic

than one vibrating region.
29. A method of supporting a haptic device having a sub
strate With a touch surface and one or more actuators for

to ends of the nodal lines.

21. The device of claim 20 Wherein the mounting elements
comprise ?exure elements that can tWist about their long axis.
22. The device of claim 21 Wherein the ?exure elements
provide support of the substrate proximate at least three loca
tions corresponding to ends of the nodal lines Where there is

substrate at an amplitude and resonant frequency of a higher
mode that is greater than the ?rst mode and that is effective to
establish on the surface of the substrate a plurality of distinct

substrate displacement.
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32. The method of claim 29 that includes an inner mount

ing frame that is disposed about the periphery of the substrate,
an outer mounting frame, and ?exure elements between the
frames that can tWist about their long axis.
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